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2020 Clarity of Vision  

  

20/20 vision is a term used to express normal visual acuity, the clarity of vision measured at twenty feet. It does not necessarily mean perfect vision, it indicates the clarity of vision at a distance, which is 

considered typical and reasonable for a person to “see.”  As  the United States Association of The Catechesis of the Good Shepherd (CGSUSA) looks to our future with hope, we seek to articulate a clarity of 

vision that is regular and reason- able for our association and those interested in the religious life of children - a clarity of vision that helps us to “see” our mission and purpose actively impact the world in 

which we live and the children and adults we serve.   

  

We are at a moment in our history where we must discern a sustainable future for our association that is clear, compelling and inclusive. It needs to be clear enough to see what is in our immediate vision and 

compelling enough to be meaningful to those who hear it. It needs to be inclusive enough that they want to help make it happen and believe they can play an important part in moving forward. We have 

prayerfully discerned a deep sense of what is necessary, right, and good for CGSUSA. The Characteristics of the Catechesis of the Good Shepherd (the “32 Points of Reflection”) adopted by the International 

Council of the Catechesis of the Good Shepherd, and the purpose, mission and vision of the United States Association have been our guide. Whenever we question our path, we return to those words that 

serve as our compass. As we address the practicalities of being a national nonprofit corporation we hold to our guiding principles.  This is a very delicate line to walk but one we are capable of walking with 

the wisdom and knowledge that comes from the Holy Spirit. We must find ways to become more financially sustainable and stable. We trust that it is in God’s plan that we do so. A clear, compelling and 

inclusive vision can encourage extraordinary development in fulfilling our mission.  

  

In the year 2020, CGSUSA’s vision will remain consistent with and faithful to the spirit of the mustard seed. To fulfill our vision in a way that will offer us such a sustainable vision, we remember that 

mustard trees are not found in cultivated gardens or yards; they sprout and grow wild on the hillsides, taking hold alongside freeways or clinging to the walls of cliffs. If cut down, they return somehow, 

much like a pesky shrub that just will not go away. If this is our model – the spirit of the mustard seed – then the many recommendations that we set forth here can be read, considered, and decided on with 

an immense sense of peace. It is the Lord who grows this work - “how, we do not know.” We merely need to be the faithful servants, working with grateful hearts in the vineyard of the Lord. The work of the 

Catechesis of the Good Shepherd will be, in the words of the psalmist, “like the trees planted by streams of water, which yield their fruit in its season; and their leaves do not wither. In all they do, they 

prosper.”  

  

In this 2020 Vision – A Purposeful Plan, we seek to offer a clarity of vision that is regular and reasonable for our association and those interested in the religious life of children - a clarity of vision that helps us 

to “see” our mission and purpose actively impacting the world in which we live and the children and adults we serve.   
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Our Purpose and Mission   
Our Purpose  CGSUSA’s purpose, prepared in consultation with Sofia Cavalletti and Gianna Gobbi, is to assist the involvement of children and adults in a common religious experience in which 

the religious values of childhood, primarily those values of contemplation and enjoyment of God, are predominant.  

  

Our Mission CGSUSA’s mission is to support catechists, parents, and others in the Church and beyond, as they grow in their understanding of the religious potential of children.  

• Catechesis of the Good Shepherd (CGS) began with the work and observations of Sofia Cavalletti and Gianna Gobbi. CGSUSA sustains and advances the legacy of CGS by forming adults in 

this method and serving as the resource to the CGS community so that a prepared environment can be created that nurtures the religious life of the child.  

• CGSUSA is a membership association that serves in collaboration with those in the Church and beyond as a respected voice on the child’s spiritual development.  

• CGSUSA is the representative in this country to the International Council of the Catechesis of the Good Shepherd.  

Our vision is to sustain and advance this legacy by:  

• Making the Catechesis of the Good Shepherd and the writings of Sofia Cavalletti and Gianna Gobbi accessible to all.  

• Recognizing the need for clear and available communications and availing itself of written, voice and visual electronic media to maintain contact with catechists and others.  

• Providing formation in accord with the work of Sofia Cavalletti and Gianna Gobbi, through the provision of a discernment process and training for formation leaders, offering regular 

retreats and conferences and the use of approved formation leader’s handbooks.  

• Holding courses in the Catechesis of the Good Shepherd in colleges, universities and seminaries across the United States.  

• Supporting the work of the International Council and work in harmony with it.  

• Translating and distributing Materials changes and new materials as recommended by the International Council to formation leaders and catechists through the United States Association.  

• Providing a manual at each level with accurate and most excellent plans and schematics for constructing atrium materials.  

• Encouraging regional groups in every part of the nation.  

• Establishing and maintaining links with diocese and denominations represented by the membership and other formation and educational groups.  

• Providing help and resources to assist catechists in adapting this work to the liturgy of their denominations.  

  

Mary  Mirrione   
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• Establishing and maintaining historical archives of the Catechesis of the Good Shepherd, making them accessible to members. •  Ensuring proper governance of the United States 

Association of the Catechesis of the Good Shepherd  

• Sustaining and advancing the legacy in a financially sustainable way.  

    

The Purposeful Plan Process  
Purposeful planning is a collaborative process of stepping away from our day-to-day routines to assess where we are at this particular point in time and space, to reflect on the path that brought us 

here, and to explore new possibilities for a future that we would like to create together. This process requires first that we be still, silent, observant, that we open our awareness, and that we fully 

embrace what is, here and now. Only then may we direct our attention to the past and the future  

The CGSUSA Sustainability Plan was developed in the Fall of 2016 to set the stage for the board, staff, membership and other key stakeholders to engage in a Strategic Planning process 

that would address 2020 and beyond. We have been moving through many of the action items listed in the Sustainability Plan and can now look forward to 2020 and beyond. While 

there are other concerns to be strategically discussed that were not included in the Sustainability Plan, there were several key components that needed to be considered in more depth 

than the Sustainability Plan allowed.    

Purposeful planning reaches beyond long-range planning. In addition to developing a roadmap for the future, the goal of this planning is to engage the planners, the decision makers, the 

participants, and others important to the Association in a dialogue that will produce a series of decisions that will ensure the viability of CGSUSA. This purposeful planning anticipates the 

inevitability of change and focuses on CGSUSA’s mission, while producing a plan that is realistic, comprehensive, and integrated across all the Associations functions.  

Our 2020 Vision – A Purposeful Plan brings into focus our shared vision of the future of CGSUSA, along with the specific paths we believe will bring that vision to reality. In short, the 

Purposeful Plan helps us to both lay out the destination and the predicted journey. The development of this Five-year Purposeful Plan spanned two full years and involved the CGSUSA 

Board of Directors and Committee Members; the Staff, Formation Leaders, Catechists, Regional Groups, in meetings and listening sessions.  

The CGSUSA Board of Trustees established purposeful priorities, the result of careful consultation and deliberation, during the work of the 2016 Sustainability plan, at which time 

these overarching goals were shared with the membership of CGS during the annual meeting of that year.   

Throughout 2017, we held listening sessions with catechists and members around the country. We invited remarks and feedback to the CGSUSA Board to ensure that the approaches 

undertaken by CGSUSA were consistent with the broader vision of CGSUSA and the international Council.   

We formed working groups - consisting of board members, key community members, and staff - to provide clear plans in support of each priority. Once we agreed upon each approach, 

we set specific objectives, each with a complement of action items, responsible parties and due dates to bring that objective to fruitful conclusion.  

In April, May and June of 2019 the Purposeful Plan Steering Committee, Board of Trustees, staff and working groups met collectively to create the collaborative action items associated 

with the objectives.   
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During July and August of 2019, final rounds of reviews and revision to this draft will take place to complete the document in time for presentation to the general membership at the 

Annual Membership Meeting. It will then be discussed for final board approval in November of 2019  

The Purposeful Plan is intended to be living and dynamic. As actions are completed and as objectives and approaches progress toward completion, additional areas may come into 

focus and be added to the Plan. Similarly, priorities may change over time and certain aspects of the Purposeful Plan may no longer be pursued. We pray, with God’s help, to remain 

peaceful, prayerful and joyful as we work together to accomplish the tasks before us.  

The United States Association will work to make the Catechesis of the Good Shepherd and the writings of Sofia Cavalletti 

and Gianna Gobbi accessible to all.  

Accessible to all…   
Through its ongoing courses and publications, together with its website, social media, and presence at national conferences, CGSUSA continues to strive to make the Catechesis of the Good 

Shepherd accessible to all.  

When, in 1986, “The Catechesis of the Good Shepherd” was incorporated as a non-profit membership association, only a handful of people in the United States knew about this Montessori-based 

religious formation for children ages 3-12. Texts by founders Sofia Cavalletti, a scripture scholar and professor, and Gianna Gobbi, a Montessori directress and instructor, had yet to be translated 

from the original Italian.  

Since that time, the United States association (“CGSUSA”) has been responsible for forming thousands of catechists to serve children in their religouis life using the Catechesis of the Good 

Shepherd. Today, the sacred space where this catechesis takes place – called an “atrium” – can be found in every state and among Christian traditions that include Roman Catholic, Episcopal, 

Methodist and Orthodox.  

To assist in catechist formation and to disseminate the wisdom of the founders as widely as possible in the English-speaking world, CGSUSA has overseen the translation and publication of 72 

books, beginning with the founders’ seminal works. CGSUSA continues to publish on average two new books a year by authors who illuminate the spiritual life of the child.    

Recognizing the need for clear and available communications, the United States Association will avail itself of written, 

voice and visual electronic media to maintain contact with catechists and others.  

 Clear and available communications…   
From the beginning, communication has been a fundamental pillar in the relationship between Sofia Cavalletti and her collaborator Gianna Gobbi, since through this and sharing their experiences, 

wishes and desires, the Catechesis of the Good Shepherd was born.  

Sofia and Gianna highlighted the value of communication in the relationships that the children establish with their environment, their catechists, and with others. Therefore, it is communication 

that allows the children to open themselves to the infinite mercy of God and to marvel at it. In the 32 Characteristics of the Catechesis of the Good Shepherd, we mentioned that the catechist 
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communicates the religious values to the child, catechist, parents, and others using visual, verbal, auditory, and tactile communication through written materials, art and music, prayer, reading, 

and observation.  

The newsletter for members and friends of CGSUSA was our first means of written communication.  From that moment on, our communication efforts grew to continue supporting adults in 

reaching out to the child, especially in the spiritual domain. We began sending letters, translating many documents from Italian to English, English to Spanish and Spanish to English.  

Technological advances will ensure that CGSUSA’s will continue to bring the message of the Good Shepherd to those interested in the religious life of the child in our country and the world 

through our website, that illustrates who we are, how we work, and what we offer to catechists. through emails and the use of other evolving social media tools.  

Continuing publication of books and letters, the creation of guide books for formation leaders and other documents will continue to bring the Catechesis of the Good Shepard and its vision to a 

national level.  This will ensure its reach throughout our parishes, dioceses and archdioceses, so that all can access this exceptional catechetical approach.   

The Association will provide formation in accord with the work of Sofia Cavalletti and Gianna Gobbi, through the 

provision of a discernment process and training for formation leaders, offering regular retreats and conferences and the 

use of approved formation leader’s handbooks.  

formation in accord with the work of Sofia Cavalletti and Gianna Gobbi…   
CGSUSA is privileged to sustain and advance the legacy of Catechesis of the Good Shepherd in the United States through formation.  CGSUSA makes the work possible by forming the formation 

leaders who then form catechists and by serving as THE resource to the CGS community by guiding catechists in creating and maintaining atrium environments that nurture the religious life of 

children.  

Every catechist of the Good Shepherd has participated in at least 90 hours of formation for Level I (ages 3-6), 96 hours for Level II (ages 6-9) and 120 hours for Level III (ages 9-12). Level I 

formation is foundational for all catechists working in any level since the most essential truths of the faith are proclaimed to the youngest children. Level II and III formation courses follow with 

presentations that build and expand on themes introduced in Level I.  

Catechist formation are led by formation leaders recognized by the Association. The United States Association works with prospective formation leaders to help them discern whether they are 

being called to this apostolate. Formation leaders must have completed all three levels of formation at least once, written a personal album of presentations for the level for which they are 

applying, and worked at least three years with children in that level of the atrium. They also must be working currently with children in an atrium. Formation leaders are recognized initially to 

lead courses for Level I and may then request recognition to lead Level II and III courses. The National Association provides ongoing formation for both Formation Leaders and catechists through 

planned annual events.    

Formation leaders register courses with the United States Association, which issues certificates for those who complete all requirements of the course. Completing a course led by a formation 

leader approved by the United States Association for Catechesis of the Good Shepherd is the only way for a United States catechist to become a recognized CGS catechist.  
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Formation courses center on the spiritual development of the child, with both the presentations and the materials appropriate to the developmental age for each atrium level. Thus, presentations 

given in the atrium meet the vital spiritual needs of a child of that age and call forth a prayerful response which may be expressed in work with the materials, free art, silence or vocal prayer.  

    

In addition to current sites, courses in the Catechesis of the Good Shepherd will be held in colleges, universities 

and seminaries across the United States. in colleges, universities and seminaries …   

There is growing interest at the university level in children’s spirituality and The Catechesis of the Good Shepherd.  

The Aquinas Institute of Theology in St. Louis, Missouri, offers a Master of Arts in Pastoral Studies for Catechesis of the Good Shepherd   Since 2006, this partnership has sought to deepen a 

catechist’s understanding of theology, scripture and liturgy in a scholarly context as it relates to the themes which Sofia Cavalletti and Gianna Gobbi discovered resonated most deeply with the 

child’s spirituality. It is the only degree of its kind in the world.  

CGSUSA also collaborates with the University of Notre Dame located in South Bend, Indiana.  Staff Members have been invited to speak at Notre Dame, at Nashville College, at Mundelein 

University, Franciscan University at Steubenville, Holy Apostles Seminary, and Conception Seminary.  This has furthered CGSUSA’s exploration and collaboration with leaders in education on 

how CGS might fit into their programs and preparation of students.  

In addition, CGS is finding its way into seminaries as their leadership seeks to better prepare future priests and religious to serve their congregations. As CGSUSA works with the seminaries, they 

are developing understanding as to how CGS fits. into their programs and their preparation of students.  

The Association will support the work of the International Council and work in harmony with it.  

Work in harmony…  
The Catechesis of the Good Shepherd is a work of the Holy Spirit around the world. It touches adults and children alike and offers them, in their own language, a rich engagement with God.  This is 

always an invitation to a deeper relationship with God as shown through Jesus and animated by the Holy Spirit.  The Catechesis of the Good Shepherd can be found in at least 65 countries around 

the world.  

The International Council, also known by its Italian name Consiglio, held its first meeting in October 1996 in Rome, Italy. Sofia Cavalletti saw its founding as an important step in the development 

of our work to support the “co-involvement” of many — young and old — in the atrium (“The Founding of the International Council,” 1998 Journal). The aim of the Consiglio is to “be a sign of 

unity,” joining representatives of associations around the world in a special friendship. Such a friendship sprung “in a deep and spontaneous manner right from the first and did not allow them to 

be discouraged by the differences in ages or by the different settings where people lived or even by the separation of an ocean.”  

Sofia Cavalletti, from the first meeting of the Consiglio, has always echoed the same message to participants at these meetings which was to be shared with catechists in each country “whatever 

we do, nothing, neither the Mystery of God, nor the children, nor anything we do to further the work – belongs to us. It is all gift and therefore the response should always be as one responds to 
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any gift – it is to be welcomed in joy and gratitude and to be shared so that it may not lose its dynamism. This is a gift that we have not earned but one that has been given freely out of love. Joy 

springs from an awareness of the greatness of the gift and the unfathomable goodness of the Gift giver.”  

It is in this reality that the work of the Consiglio is to be expressed above all else. Through the Consiglio, everyone’s contributions are held in common. Our association has always been closely 

connected to the Consiglio, as we receive inspiration and direction as well as share this work with our members and others around the world.  

Materials changes and new materials as recommended by the International Council will be translated and distributed to 

formation leaders and catechists through the United States Association.  

As recommended …   

The gifts of unity and friendship shared among the members of the International Council serves as a witness to the greater catechesis community of the harmony and joy that spring from the 

relationships and the collaboration in this work.   

Since the inception of the International Council in 1996, The United States Association of the Catechesis of the Good Shepherd has served as a bridge between the International Council and the 

membership of CGSUSA,  This bridge allows our formation leaders and catechists to experience the Consiglio's wisdom and guidance, as it holds the legacy and upholds the 32 points of Reflection 

and provides clarity and consistency in the information shared in formation courses and updates to the materials found in the online materials manual,   

The CGSUSA representatives to the International Council serve our members through diligent communication and the sharing of information from the International Council. Announcements may 

be in the form of written reports following the regularly scheduled meetings; the memo, Foglietto, from the Council; in a newsletter or via social media.  

The Association will provide a manual at each level with accurate and most excellent plans and schematics 

for constructing atrium materials. accurate and most excellent plans …   

We are deeply grateful to the many hearts and hands who have diligently worked through the years to bring this gift to us. Our website holds an acknowledgements page you can see with the 

long list of all those who have participated in this project and join us in thanking God for all of them.  

For many years, a clear part of our vision has been to provide a manual at each level with accurate and excellent plans and schematics for constructing atrium materials. In 2010 we launched an 

online Materials Manual for Level 1 that was followed with Level 2 and now our website holds Level 3, as well.     

These Materials Manuals offer directions for the essential materials needed for all three levels of presentations. There are archival photos of materials from Sofia’s and Gianna’s atrium in Rome, as 

well as photos from atria in the Unites States. There are how-to links for making certain materials by hand, with directions in downloadable and print-ready PDFs. The online Manual also 

includes the changes to materials affected by the implementation of the Roman Missal, Third Edition in 2010. We invite members to come and see all that this online Manual has to offer, not only 

in this present moment, but as it continues to evolve with continued collaboration.   
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These manuals are an extension of the album pages all catechists write in their formation and a benefit of membership in CGSUSA.  Their use is strictly for those who have been through Catechist 

formation and are building an atrium for the children in their care.  Any use beyond this, particularly those seeking to sell these materials, requires permission from the United States Association 

of the Catechesis of the Good Shepherd. Please contact cgs@cgsusa.org for more information.   

Regional groups will be encouraged in every part of the nation.  

Regional groups will be encouraged …   
The catechists work together in a spirit of unity and harmony, in tune with God’s plan for communion in the history of salvation and in keeping with the themes of unity so strongly expressed in 

the parables of the Good Shepherd (John 10:1ff) and the True Vine. (John 15: 1ff).  They generously offer their talents and experience for the good of all.   

We are connected to one another in the International Consiglio and with the United States Association. Therefore, CGSUSA will encourage catechists and members to form regional groups to 

bring this connection to life on a more personal level, as our connection on the True Vine is both wide reaching and intensely personal.   Regional groups afford us opportunities to better 

communicate within our own region, with The United States Association of Catechesis of the Good Shepherd, and with other regions.  Characteristic 22 clearly states: The catechists work together 

in a spirit of unity and harmony, in tune with God’s plan for communion in the history of salvation and in keeping with the themes of unity so strongly expressed in the parables of the Good 

Shepherd (John 10:1ff) and the True Vine. (John 15: 1ff) They generously offer their talents and experience for the good of all.   

CGSUSA offers guidance for forming regional groups. Regional Groups are listed on the website to make them accessible to members. The communities where we live and have our atria offer us 

the first opportunity to know one another better through our work, just as one gets to know a child best in their home environment. Groups may be formal or informal and are places of welcome 

and friendship.   

With support from catechists in a region, the United States Association is able to take events into new territory. CGSUSA will offer Servant Song and National level courses in different regions in 

order to make them more accessible to catechists and local communities. To build unity, and consistency of formation, CGS will explore Study Group gatherings for Formation Leaders in each 

region.  

Regional groups will be invited to share plans with the membership office for inclusion on the website. In this way we can learn from each other about topics of interest for seminars and other 

gatherings. Regional groups will be encouraged and given direction on how to bring tHeART of the Child into their regions.  

The United States Association will establish and maintain links with dioceses and denominations represented by the 

membership and other formation and educational groups.  

Establish and maintain …   
“The Catechesis of the Good Shepherd is open to all Christians of various denominations and of different commitments within the church” and “The Catechesis of the Good Shepherd offers its services 

to the diocese and therefore works in communion with the bishop.”  
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In the Characteristics of The Catechesis of the Good Shepherd - the 32 Points of Reflection, Numbers 29 and 30 serve as a core source for this vision statement. These two statements remind us that 

essentiality, a characteristic of the child, has guided both the choice of subjects and the methodology of the catechesis. Essentiality also appears to be a force for unity among Christians. In the past 

three decades there has been extensive dialogue among the churches at the national and international levels. The catechesis network is a community ready and eager to receive the concrete 

suggestions for church fellowship that result from ecumenical agreements.  

The United States Association will provide help and resources to assist catechists in adapting this work to the liturgy of 

their denominations.  

provide help and resources …   
GSUSA is committed to supporting the catechist(s) in preparing atrium materials for the child that meet the guidelines of CGSUSA and the International Consiglio while embracing the liturgy of 

various denominations   

From its earliest beginnings, The Catechesis of the Good Shepherd has been grounded in Roman Catholic liturgy and doctrine.  This work has grown throughout the world, and other 

denominations have sought to embrace this method of religious formation.  Sofia Cavalletti stated that “Ecumenism is, first of all, an act of faith that opens completely new horizons before us.”  

She further wrote that “Ecumenism is not just a branch of catechesis; rather, the spirit of ecumenism does permeate the whole of catechesis.”  (p. 123 Religious Potential of the Child, 6-12 years.)  

In #29 of our 32 Characteristics of the Catechesis of the Good Shepherd it is stated that the Catechesis of the Good Shepherd is open to all Christians of various denominations and of different 

commitments within the church.  

In the United States, alongside Roman Catholics, many Episcopalians are members of the national association. They have served on the Board of Trustees and are active formation leaders.  There 

is a long-standing Episcopal committee of CGSUSA that seeks to support, advise, and collaborate with the National Director and the Director of Formation on CGSUSA issues as they relate to 

Episcopal communities.  Some areas that this committee has focused on included formation content and needs, differences in materials, and evangelization within and across Episcopal 

communities.  Currently an Orthodox Committee is now in place with similar goals and areas of focus as they relate to their Orthodox communities.  Less formal work is being offered through 

Methodists, Lutherans, Presbyterians and more.   

CGSUSA is committed to supporting the catechist(s) in preparing atrium materials for the child that meet the guidelines of CGSUSA and the International Consiglio while embracing the liturgy of 

various denominations.  We will continue to explore how we might best respond to leaders in parishes, schools and dioceses whether they are Roman Catholic, Anglican/Episcopal, Eastern 

Orthodox, Lutheran, Methodist, Presbyterian or Quaker who might want to know more about CGSUSA.  Our work might also include identifying various leaders within denominations or 

organizations (priests, pastors, religious, DREs, parochial school principals, seminary students) so that the Association can educate, communicate with, and invite them into CGSUSA.  

    

The United States Association will establish and maintain archives of The Catechesis of the Good Shepherd, making them 

accessible to members.  
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The Archives …   
The Archives for Catechesis of the Good Shepherd are an essential gift of our association to the worldwide community. They ensure a link to the past and offer the riches of our legacy to new 

members and emerging generations.      

The archives of Catechesis of the Good Shepherd are filled with a legacy that both thrills and evokes wonder in those who investigate them.  For instance, historical photos of Pope St. John Paul II 

remind us all that not only did a saint walk among those present in Sofia’s atrium, but that this saint had heard of the fascinating work of Sofia Cavalletti and Gianna Gobbi with the children and 

came to see it for himself.  By observing this archival treasure, we can experience new wonder in our day and time, thus unfolding more links of joyful encounter that bind us to this work.  

Through the miracles of modern technology, the archives of Catechesis of the Good Shepherd can be accessible to members anywhere in the world.  Members can investigate, research, share and 

enjoy the archives in myriad ways, through media that brings to life the treasure of the archives.  

The archives are a source for information that aids members who are students, parents, clergy, faculty, researchers, journalists, diocesan officials, etc. to find resources they need for understanding 

Catechesis of the Good Shepherd.    

An accessible archive builds relationships between members, from different regions or countries, who have need of information for collaboration, research and understanding.  

And finally, an accessible archive aids academic research and historical investigation into the lives of our founders and the history of the development of Catechesis of the Good Shepherd.  

The Board of Trustees will insure proper Governance of CGSUSA …   

The Board of Trustees is a “working board” due to the small staff employed by CGSUSA. Acting through committees and working groups, the board supports the staff in executing annual goals  

The Governance and Nominating Committee reviews CGSUSA’s bylaws and advises the board on proposed changes, updates a matrix of board skills and diversity desired in new board 

members, and implements and reviews onboarding procedures for new board members.  

The board reviews legal compliance required by non-profit corporations and helps determine the future need for legal counsel to ensure full compliance with all applicable state and federal laws  

To insure the financial stability and sustainability of CGSUSA.…   
Financial stability enables CGSUSA to respond to the growth and demand for formation, publications, and information on the method of CGS while continuing to serve the needs of our 

membership. The sustainability of CGSUSA depends on sufficient human, financial, and technology resources to continue our mission to support catechists, parents, and others as they seek to 

nurture the child's relationship with God.  

Formation and Publications serve the very heart of our mission. CGSUSA’s ongoing challenge is to keep these publications affordable.  Growing sales and the continued cultivation of both 

individual and organization members helps to offset formation costs.  But this type of revenue will always need to be supplemented with fundraising.  For any nonprofit organization, raising 

money is a challenge. For us, this is especially true because our way of life is rooted in a spirit of poverty and essentiality.    
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Careful planning and stewardship of our resources allows CGSUSA to manage unexpected fluctuations in revenue while simultaneously positioning the association to respond in a timely fashion 

to both the needs of our members and to discern when the Holy Spirit is calling us into newly developing areas (like the Infant/Toddler work and international support projects).  

To insure the financial stability of CGSUSA must continue to develop processes to improve forecast accuracy and understanding program costs along with finding ways of fundraising for 

operational support, endowment, and legacy giving.  This means cultivating non-member financial support by raising awareness of those who do not know us yet.  There needs to be a proactive 

identification and development of the skilled workforce needed to meet the changing needs of CGSUSA as well as the development of financial reserves for both current and anticipated space and 

technology needs of the association  

Financial stability and long-term sustainability will allow CGSUSA to continue to bring children and adults together to contemplate and enjoy a relationship with God.  


